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SERVICE CLASSIFICATION NO. 3 (CONT'D)
General Service - Demand Metered

TERM:

A. Single phase service:  Three months and thereafter until terminated by 48 hours written
notice.

B. Three phase service:  One year and thereafter until terminated by 48 hours written notice.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS:

A. When the customer's equipment includes devices which have a highly fluctating or large
instantaneous demand, such as X-ray apparatus, welders, and other like equipment, and
the customer has not provided corrective equipment to reduce the inrush current to an
amount which will not cause disturbance to other customers, the demand of such devices
shall be taken as the sum of the maximum instantaneous capacities as determined from the
name plates or by test of those pieces of apparatus which are so connected that they may
be operated at one time.

B. Where the billing demand of such customer is determined by a demand meter, the demand
of such highly fluctuating demand devices, determined as described above, shall be added
to the demand as shown by the demand meter.  The sum of these two demands shall be the
billing demand.

C. Customers, taking three-phase electric energy, shall maintain as nearly as reassonably
possible equal currents in each of the three-phase conductors at the point of service.  If at
any time the current in any phase conductor shall exceed the average of the currents in all
the three-phase conductors by more than five percent (5%), the amount to be paid by the
customer for the period within which the imbalance occurred, shall be increased by a
percentage equal to that of the imbalance.
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